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In the restoration of
their historic cottage
north of San Francisco,
Wendy and Adam
Posard kept the original
front door, which was
made extra wide to
accommodate a lady
wearing a hoop skirt.
“I never want to leave
my garden, so I just
brought it into the
house by painting the
porch floor green,”
Wendy says. Panes of
glass create the effect
of a window at one end
and blur the boundary
between inside and out.

❛❛It’s our ‘happily
ever after’ cottage❜❜
For architects Wendy and Adam Posard, it was love
at first sight: a faded Northern California bungalow
that they knew they could bring back to life
PRODUCER & WRITER STEELE THOMAS MARCOUX
PHOTOGRAPHER ROGER DAVIES STYLISTS ANNE TURNER CARROLL & GENA SIGALA
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❛❛Rooms have to serve

The gist of this familiar story

goes something like this: Boy meets girl, they
fall in love, say “I do,” and then run away to the
cottage of their dreams to live happily ever after.
What’s missing, however, is the most interesting
part: the tale of the 1930s cottage that the couple, Wendy and Adam Posard, stumbled upon
and then spent the next six months renovating
and restoring.
“We just happened by this house one day on a
bike ride, and it was in our price range because
it had fallen into such disrepair,” says Wendy.
“Literally, there was more grass growing on the
roof than on the ground.” As trained architects,
Wendy and Adam knew a diamond in the rough
when they saw it. The cottage had a wide front
porch and some old-fashioned charm, and it sat
within walking distance of the local school and
quaint village of Ross, California. This was the
first time the cottage had come up for sale in
60 years, so the couple snatched it up.
Wendy and Adam began by preserving as
much of the house’s original structure as possible
while still executing “a complete gut job” to
modernize it. They had the cottage lifted up
to replace the plumbing and wiring and lay a
new foundation. Once it was back in place, they
reconfigured a few walls, rebuilt wainscoting
and coffered ceilings in the entry and living and
dining rooms, and installed wide-plank pine
floors. “I antiqued the new floors on my own
with my high heels,” Wendy says with a laugh.
“You can see my trails throughout the house.”
The couple also added about 200 square feet

Inspired by original
architectural elements,
Wendy and Adam
reconstructed coffered
ceilings and wainscoting
and preserved a band
of casement windows in
the living room to
maintain the cottage’s
historic feel.
The dining room also
serves as a library and
houses Adam’s
collection of antique
fine art and photography
books. “We have cards
for each of the books,”
he says, “and we’re
constantly rummaging
through them for
inspiration.”
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ltiple uses, so the dining room doubles as a library❜❜
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Antique hexagonal terra-cotta pavers from old
buildings in the south of France add warmth and
character to the creamy neutral palette of the
Posards’ new kitchen.

across the back of the cottage, which created a
master bedroom and gave Wendy the chance to
design a dream kitchen. Inspired by European
kitchens, where tables, chests, and armoires
often perform the functions that built-in
cabinetry and islands do in America, Wendy
made space for a 14 1⁄2-foot-long farm table in
the center of the room. “This table has become
our family gathering place. We do everything
here, from prep work to eating to working and
even reading. It makes the kitchen feel like a
family room,” she says.
To make the most of the cottage’s 1,600
square feet, Wendy designed nearly all of the
rooms with two purposes in mind. For instance,
in the dining room, she lined two walls with
floor-to-ceiling bookcases. “It’s truly a working
library. We are constantly looking through the
books, putting notes on art we like and getting
ideas for new trips to take,” says Adam. “It’s our
inspiration room, allowing us to dream a little.”
Wendy’s approach to interior decorating
often brings contrasts into play. Throughout
the house, she offset her cool, neutral palette
with bursts of dark color in key areas like the
charcoal bookcases in the dining room. A mix of
splurge-worthy items and flea-market finds
makes the cottage feel as if it has evolved over
time. And while Wendy is a self-described fan
of English and French furniture, she is most
92
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A mantel concealing
the range hood, curtains
from an estate sale,
and walls adorned with
paintings help this
kitchen feel more like
a family room. The
oversize outdoor
lantern adds drama.
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❛❛My house is truly a mixture
of old and new, high and low,
indoor and outdoor❜❜

Wendy created an
outdoor room on her
terrace by defining the
space with boxwoods of
various shapes and
sizes. “I couldn’t resist
the whimsy of the curly
ones, which are easy to
maintain with a weekly
haircut,” she says.
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Find it fast!

AVIGNON LOUNGE CHAIR,
$899, from Smith & Hawken;
800/940-1170 or
smithandhawken.com
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The detached garage
houses both sets of the
couple’s vintage wheels:
Wendy’s beach cruiser
and Adam’s Porsche.
Inside the garage,
a coat of white paint,
linen curtains, and a
sisal rug transform the
back of the space into
a soothing workroom
where Wendy maps out
upcoming decorating
projects and stores her
ever-growing collection
of woven baskets.

proud of her California finds. For example, a
desk that once belonged to a famed San Francisco
Chronicle reporter now brings a touch of local
history to her living room.
“My house is truly a mixture of old and new,
high and low, indoor and outdoor,” Wendy says.
“I have a little bit of a split personality because
I would describe my style as classic but I love
contemporary art and photography. I try to
weave that eclecticism all through the house.”
The couple’s timeless flair makes it easy for
Wendy and Adam to envision a lifetime in their
tiny cottage, even with the arrival of their
soon-to-be-walking son, Nathan. “We see this
as a home that we can grow old in,” says Wendy.
“It’s our happily ever after.” ■

The neutral palette
in Wendy and Adam’s
bedroom (left) creates
a restful environment
and allows their
photography collection
to take center stage.
“The green in my garden
is the only color I can
handle first thing in the
morning,” Wendy says.
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